A dramatic face-off between executive and the President

On citizenship bill, both seem to have played within constitutional confines, but political colour visible.

The President, in his capacity as the head of state, has the constitutional power to either accept or reject a bill passed by the parliament. In the current case, the citizenship bill was passed by the parliament and was sent to the President for his assent.

However, the recent moves of the executive and the legislature seem to have crossed the constitutional boundaries. The President has not only rejected the bill but has also questioned the President's authority to do so.

The President's rejection of the bill has raised questions about the nature of the constitutional relationship between the executive and the legislature. While the President's role is primarily ceremonial, the current situation seems to be challenging the constitutional norms.

In conclusion, the current situation highlights the need for a clear understanding of the constitutional boundaries between the executive and the legislature. The President's role as the head of state should not be misunderstood as a mere rubber stamp for the parliament. The constitutional norms should be respected and upheld at all times.
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Lisa Rabin, an official at the UML’sariat,” said Deevi. “We have to do some... some serious things need to be done by the government in terms of community health care and ensuring that everyone has access to health services.”

According to doctors, mild to high fever, severe muscle pain, rashes, bleeding and abdominal pain are the symptoms of dengue. Infected people are also at risk of acquiring severe dengue, but early detection and medical intervention can help prevent it.
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Mayor praised for launching demolition drive

City officials say if all basements are cleared of illegal businesses then much of the parking problem will be solved.

Kathmandu Metropolitan City has given com-
munity to its drive to demolish illegal struc-
tures.

On Thursday after inspecting the New Baneshwar area, Major Rakesh Thakali demolished the basement of the ABS Beta Complex New Baneshwar.

Before the demolitions, the illegal structures of the Complex, there was a verbal alteration between the managing owner of ABS Beta Baneshwar and the KMC.

When Thakali asked for the basement of the building, Thakali said he was unaware of the City’s notice, and instead asked the City to present him a building blueprint.

“Did you see the municipal notice issued 15 days ago to clear the basement?” retorted Thakali.

Later in the day the mayor wrote on Facebook, “The City and its authority has returned with the blueprint and a bulldozer. What mistake did I make? I don’t want this to repeat and request everyone concerned to follow the demolition and illegal structures on their own. Although the City had attempted to demolish illegal structures at the Nippon Oil Hospital on August 9 by issuing a 15-day ultimatum, it backtracked after the demolition and formed a probe committee to investigate the alleged encroachment. However, the fresh demolition drive continued as the City has already removed the basement of 72 houses in its area.”

Kathmandu Mayor Balendra Shah (left) shows the blueprint of the ABS Beta Complex to the workers before demolishing an illegal extension. Thursday. The report has launched a crackdown on illegal structures in the city.

Kathmandu Mayor Rakesh Thakali (right) shows the blueprint of the ABS Beta Complex to the workers before demolishing an illegal extension. Thursday. The report has launched a crackdown on illegal structures in the city.

Meanwhile, Chief Election Commissioner Dinesh Thapaliya, chief election commis-
sioner, told the Post, “The commission has concluded that the in-
itial-notions formula isn’t work. The

Though Kosai claimed he had spent Rs9.9 million, the report he submitted to the commission showed that it only spent Rs1.1 million. Apart from this, the report also said that Kosai had never even signed the agreement or signed the mem-

“We have asked the foreign ministry to discuss the issue of rail links with the Chinese government and then we will have accurate data on the number of illegal

Kishor Thapa, a former government secre-

“Some of the differences in the 32 wards meant for parking are

“I will look into the feasibility of having separate expenditure ceilings for the different constituencies,” Pradip Mishra, chairman of the Election Observation Committee Nepal, told the Post. “However, fixing different ceilings for the different electoral constituencies is not feasible under the current system of elections.”

According to data provided by the Building Department, 21 basements have been registered for vehicle parking since

It is the advantage of having an inde-
pendent mechanism again. Eaton, the

Manag with a voter population of

The five political parties in the ruling coalition fin-
ally presented their demands for seats in the

The top leaders of the coalition asked us to pro-
gress a detailed report about the encroachment of the party in all the constituencies,” said Gunayama Babu Roka, a member of the task force. “We will present our report by Friday evening.

Among the 32 wards in the seven provincial

“We don’t have actual data on such illegal

The authorization of the KMC of the major illegal structures within the limit.
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Sustainable waste management

Not in the river

Dumpling medical waste in rivers leads to fatal consequences as they become sources of disease.

The Post report published on Thursday about medical waste being thrown into the Birgunj River in Biratnagar is chilling to think about. The government and health institutions have, for years, been dumping medical waste into the river, which is located in a country where most of the rivers and underground water are already contaminated. Such mindless acts lead to fatal consequences as they contaminate the environment.

Considered the most hazardous form of waste, medical waste warrants extreme caution in handling as it poses significant health risks to both humans and the environment. Even though it is made of non-biodegradable materials, much of the medical waste is not managed properly, leading to severe consequences. It often carries pathogens that take longer and higher temperatures than regular waste to be destroyed. This is why proper disposal methods are crucial for waste management facilities. Segregating medical waste and disposing of hazardous materials should be a no-brainer for those employed in the medical sector.

Since there is no dearth of international and local guidelines on medical waste disposal, it is not difficult to gauge where the problem lies. Implementation. However, a host of health institutions across the country are acting carelessly.

The cullomness of the medical sector becomes even more evident when a single medical waste generated from Covid-19 wards was often mixed with general waste. Little attention was paid to effective waste management even though health sector professionals aware of the risk.

The government failed to disseminate the information widely, leading to the public disposing of contaminated waste into the river. The doctors, nurses, and other medical workers were often found handling harmful medical waste, which posed a significant risk to them. People who live in and near the river are also a victim of hazardous waste material because of the callousness of some hospitals. Hospitals should fulfill the social responsibility of segregating medical waste and disposing of it with optimum safety without harming the environment or humans.

Beyond that, my research is also valuable to health workers and patients. While we can’t prevent patients or train healthcare personnel quickly about the rules that nutrition plays in the very brain processes that make us who we are. We perhaps not surprisingly, a delicate but crucial process that can lead to brain injury.

As for the common example of early childhood nutrition, it is known that poor nutrition in early childhood can lead to brain injury. Deficiencies or excesses in key nutrients such as protein, iron, and omega-3 fatty acids can influence brain and behavior in other species or species. Yet, broken products can alter the physiology of each nutrient.

Vitamins and mineral deficiencies As with vitamin deficiency, deficiencies in other minerals can also produce devastating consequences. For example, low dietary levels of vitamin B12, typically found in meat and fish—cause pellagra, a disease in which people develop serious skin conditions and digestive issues. Nutrients are essential for energy production. Without them, our bodies cannot perform basic functions. While we can’t prevent patients or train healthcare personnel quickly about the rules that nutrition plays in the very brain processes that make us who we are. We perhaps not surprisingly, a delicate but crucial process that can lead to brain injury.

As for the common example of early childhood nutrition, it is known that poor nutrition in early childhood can lead to brain injury. Deficiencies or excesses in key nutrients such as protein, iron, and omega-3 fatty acids can influence brain and behavior in other species or species. Yet, broken products can alter the physiology of each nutrient.
Unfinished tasks could delay Pokhara airport launch

South Korea signs $2.25 billion deal with Russian nuclear company

Inflation hits Dubai’s karak tea, a beloved national staple

FOREX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Dollar</td>
<td>1,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>1,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Yen</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRIEFING

Sony bills PS5 price on economic pressures, rising rates

South Korea’s new airport is the gateway to the Annapurna Circuit, a world famous trekking route, and is located at Chinnedanda, 3 km east of the existing domestic airport.

South Korea signs 3 2 billion dollar deal with Russian nuclear company

South Korea’s government said Thursday it has agreed to sign a framework deal with Russia to provide thorium-related equipment and materials for the construction of a thorium-fueled power plant in Chinnandanda.

South Korea said it has signed a 3 2 billion dollar deal with Russia to provide thorium-related equipment and materials for the construction of a thorium-fueled power plant in Chinnandanda.

The new airport is the gateway to the Annapurna Circuit, a world famous trekking route, and is located at Chinnedanda, 3 km east of the existing domestic airport.
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Former Pakistan prime minister Imran Khan granted bail by anti-terror court
Khan’s court appearance is the latest twist in months of political wrangling that when he was ousted.

**AFFAIRS FRANCE-PRESS**
Former Pakistan prime minister Imran Khan was granted bail by an anti-terrorism court in Islamabad on Thursday after a trial for allegedly inciting his supporters to storm the French embassy in Kabul.

Khan's court appearance is the latest twist in months of political wrangling that when he was ousted.
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Djokovic to miss US Open

Former world No. 1 Novak Djokovic will miss the US Open after he was denied a visa to enter the country in order to participate in the tournament.

The 35-year-old waves goodbye to the US Open and has a contract worth $50 million. The 28-year-old announced his departure from New York on Tuesday.

Increased scrutiny of immigration procedures and the use of the rapid antigen test as part of Djokovic’s application led to his visa being revoked.

The tennis player was denied entry into the country yesterday after immigration officials reviewed his documents.

Djokovic announced his departure on Twitter, thanking his fans for their support.

“Dear fans, I have been in the game since my childhood as a player, tournament organizer, coach and administrator,” he said.

“It is very difficult to accept this decision which is a heavy blow in the middle of my career.”

Nepal off to winning start in Kenya

Aadil Sheik and Ghazala Ayub are leading Nepal to a victorious start in Kenya.

Aadil Sheik, who was named vice-captain of the Kenyan team, hit 22 not out in the opening of the 21-ball half-century. His five-wicket haul helped Nepal secure a 25-run victory in the first ODI match against Kenya.

The Nepali team had a sound start, with Shem Ngoche being bowled out for 21.

The Kenyan team was bowled out for 193 in 44.5 overs, while the Nepali team scored 194 in 40.5 overs.

Chantalanne announces candidacy for general secretary at volleyball election

Chantalanne Kandam has announced his candidacy for general secretary in the volleyball election.

He is the member of NV A in 2015 and secretary four years later.

Chantalanne was the pick of wicket claimants, taking four for 44 in 10 overs while Patel had a five-for of 23 runs in his four-over spell.

Nakatana made him caught by Lamichhane and bowled out opener Alex Obanda for 15 balls. He was caught by Lamichhane for 21.

Player-of-the-match Kami had also bagged four wickets and the home team was bowled out for 193 in 44.5 overs.

The Nepali team had a sound start, with Shem Ngoche being bowled out for 21.

The Kenyan team was bowled out for 193 in 44.5 overs, while the Nepali team scored 194 in 40.5 overs.

Chantalanne Kandam has announced his candidacy for general secretary in the volleyball election.

He is the member of NV A in 2015 and secretary four years later.

Chantalanne was the pick of wicket claimants, taking four for 44 in 10 overs while Patel had a five-for of 23 runs in his four-over spell.

Nakatana made him caught by Lamichhane and bowled out opener Alex Obanda for 15 balls. He was caught by Lamichhane for 21.
Three Vietnamese dishes among best street foods in Asia: CNN

The list included Vietnamese favourites bánh mì, phở and iced coffee alongside Korean's kimbab and Japan's takoyaki.

Vietnamese baguettes to Viet Nam, but the country's famed bánh mì is uniquely Vietnamese creation, CNN said.

The ingredients of bánh mì will vary from north to south and east to west, but the dish will include a bread, pickles, pork, pâté, chili and a humble street of banh mì sandwiched by a crispy, fluffy baguette.

Elba is an immortal djinn, the fancy term for the anglicised “genie,” whom the French may have introduced to the world.

The French may have introduced baguette to Viet Nam, but the country’s famed bánh mì is uniquely Vietnamese creation, CNN said.

The sandwich is unusual to be first appeared in Sai Gon’s alleys in the late 1800s, spreading to the rest of the country, the north of the country, and then variations from north to south and east to west.

The Vietnamese consider the sandwich in a state-of-the-art, the main meat or ingredient providing a healthy smear of pâté sandwich with a crispy, fluffy baguette. 
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